Many large-scale parallel programs follow a bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) structure with distinct computation and communication phases. Although the communication phase in such programs may involve all (or large numbers) of the participating processes, the actual communication operations are usually sparse in nature. As a result, communication phases are typically expressed explicitly using point-to-point communication operations or collective operations. We define the dynamic sparse data-exchange (DSDE) problem and derive bounds in the well known LogGP model. While current approaches work well with static applications, they run into limitations as modern applications grow in scale, and as the problems that are being solved become increasingly irregular and dynamic. To enable the compact and efficient expression of the communication phase, we develop suitable sparse communication protocols for irregular applications at large scale. We discuss different irregular applications and show the sparsity in the communication for real-world input data. We discuss the time and memory complexity of commonly used protocols for the DSDE problem and develop N BX -a novel fast algorithm with constant memory overhead for solving it. Algorithm N BX improves the runtime of a sparse dataexchange among 8,192 processors on BlueGene/P by a factor of 5.6. In an application study, we show improvements of up to a factor of 28.9 for a parallel breadth first search on 8,192 BlueGene/P processors.
Outline and Contributions
In the next section, we define the static and dynamic sparse data exchange problems. Optimizations for the static variant have been analyzed in previous research works and thus, we focus on the dynamic sparse data exchange (DSDE) with changing communication patterns. In our theoretical analysis of the communication algorithms, we use the established LogGP network model. In Section 2.2 we present a short introduction and overview of the LogGP. We then proceed to discuss bounds on the execution time of three fundamental communication functions that are used in various protocols that implement DSDE: census, personalized census, and personalized exchange. In the census function all processes agree on a globally accumulated value, the personalized census allows distinct values for each process, and in the personalized exchange, each process sends data to each other process. The established bounds will be used later in the paper to derive bounds on the runtime of possible protocols to implement DSDE.
In Section 3, we describe three commonly used protocols to implement DSDE: personalized exchange, personalized census, and remote summation. All three protocols run in two distinct phases: the first phase exchanges the meta-information about the communication peers and the second phase communicates the actual data. We analyze all three algorithms with regards to their time and memory complexity and provide lower bounds that hold irrespectively of how the used collective functions are implemented. We conclude that the needed time and memory to perform personalized exchange and personalized census grows linearly with the number of participating processes. The remote summation algorithm uses remote memory access (data accumulation) to achieve constant space and logarithmic time complexity with the number of participating processes.
After the discussion of different implementation options, we propose a new algorithm, nonblocking census, that uses nonblocking collective communication. This algorithm merges the two phases into an optimized communication protocol. We define different possibilities to implement the nonblocking census algorithm (depending on the properties of the communication network). Our algorithm does not require remote memory access and runs with constant space and logarithmic time in the LogGP model.
In Section 4, we present a parametrization of our models and an experimental evaluation on three different large-scale systems. We present parametrized LogGP models for the algorithms. We also discuss how the time complexity of the optimized algorithm changes with the communication pattern. Then we show results for a microbenchmark where each process sends to fixed number of random peers in each communication round.
In Section 5, we discuss the use of the sparse data exchange protocol and the structure of the communication topology for several dynamic applications. Our analysis of parallel graph algorithms, parallel n-body methods and sparse matrix computations shows that our new protocol can be used to improve the performance of the sparse data exchange in such applications. However, we remark that this might depend on the specific properties of the computed system (sparsity and topology) and the communication parameters (LogGP) of the used architecture.
Preliminaries and Background
We start with the definition of the problem and a discussion of the building-blocks which are used later in the paper.
The Sparse Data-Exchange Problem
The SDE problem is relevant to many parallel applications. It has been discussed in the context of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) to enable optimized message scheduling and process mapping on large-scale systems [2] . However, performing such optimizations requires time to compute optimized mappings as well as communication schedules, and often involves the heuristic solution of NP-hard problems (e.g., graph embedding problems or graph coloring problems for optimized communication schedules). Such optimizations are thus generally only appropriate for static communication schemes, communications where the same communication pattern is used multiple times. We define the SDE problem as follows: Definition 1. Let P be the set of processes of a parallel program with C communication steps and let P = |P| be the cardinality of this set. In each communication step 0 ≤ c < C, each process p ∈ P communicates with (sends to or receives from) a set of processes N c p ⊆ P, which is called the c-neighborhood of p.
The communication is called a sparse data exchange (SDE) if
In this general definition of SDE, each process is allowed to change its communication neighborhood frequently and arbitrarily. We also generally assume that k is not known in advance and varies across communication steps.
Not all applications change communication patterns frequently. The static version of the SDE has been analyzed in previous works and possible optimizations are well documented (e.g., [3, 4] ). However, the dynamic variant, which is important to many irregular applications, received less attention so far. Each process initially knows only the processes it sends messages to. However, knowledge about the whole neighborhood (also about incoming messages) must be acquired to perform the data exchange. We define the static and dynamic SDE as follows: In this work, we analyze algorithms that implement DSDE in theory and practice. We introduce the LogGP network model in the next section.
The LogGP Model
In this paper, we analyze protocols for solving the DSDE using the LogGP network transmission model [5] . LogGP consists of the five parameters, L, o, g, G, and P, and allows us to analyze the time complexity of parallel algorithms. The parameters are: L: Maximum latency between any two processes in the system o: Process-local CPU overhead to send or receive a message g: Process-local injection or reception overhead; that is, the minimum time between two message injections or receptions G: Transmission time per byte P: Total number of processes in the system.
The LogGP model describes a network as P (P −1) independent unidirectional channels from process pi to process pj (0 ≤ i, j < P , i = j). Messages are delivered in order in each channel. For example, a simple transmission of 10 bytes from one process to another would take a time of L + 2o + 9G under the LogGP model (the first byte is accounted by L). After sending a message, a process has to wait max{o, g} before sending the next message (we assume single-CPU endpoints). We generally assume, wlog, that all processes start at t = 0 and an algorithm is completed when the last process finishes.
We assume that each process is running at all times (there is no operating system scheduling interference). For the purposes of space complexity analysis, we assume that an integer occupies constant space at the process where it is stored and a send operation requires Θ(1) memory at the source and target processes.
Complexity of a Census Function
Census functions are widely used in parallel programming. Informally, a census function is a function where each process receives the combination (reduction) of data items distributed among all processes. Such a function is available in MPI as MPI Allreduce and a special version where only one process receives the final value, MPI Reduce. Since processes can only "learn" about the values on other processes with explicit message passing (cf. [6] ), there must be a chain of messages from each process to each other process. ) . Every process p0, . . . , pP −1 has a value v0, . . . , vP −1 and all processes need to receive the result v0 ⊕v1 ⊕. . .⊕vP −1. The operation ⊕ is assumed to be associative and commutative for our purposes.
Definition 3 (Census Function
Global synchronization (a barrier) is a particular example of a census function where the operation ⊕ itself is not important.
We assume the communication of small data for the following analysis. First we discuss an optimal broadcast algorithm where initially a root process p0 has a single data item and at the end of the algorithm, all processes p0 . . . pP −1 have this data. A census function can simulate a broadcast without additional costs if all processes but the root contribute the identity element with regards to ⊕ (e.g., choose addition as operation and zero as identity element). Thus, a lower bound to the broadcast problem is also a lower bound to the census problem.
The broadcast algorithm has been discussed under the postal model in [7] [8] [9] . The basic idea is that processes are arranged in a tree and each process eagerly sends to as many distinct processes as possible until a given time t is reached. We define P (t) as the number of processes that can be reached in time t (including the root, which is reached at t = 0). In the remainder of this paper, we assume o ≥ g for simplicity (a similar method can be applied for the case g > o).
The root sends a new message to a child every o cycles and the first child itself starts sending at 2o + L, the second child at 3o + L and the n th child at (n+1)o+L. Thus, P (t) = 1 iff t < 2o+L and the following recurrence counts the number of reached processes:
We now present bounds for the number of reached nodes that we can use to bound the running time.
Lemma 1. The total number of nodes that can be reached at time t is bounded by
Proof. The evaluation of recurrence (1) can be done by creating a full binary tree T recursively (each inner node of T has two children). The construction of T starts with the root of weight t. If t ≥ 2o + L, then two children with weights t − o and t − 2o − L are added. The algorithm is applied recursively to the two children until no children can be added. The number of leaves in T equals to P (t). A complete binary tree of height h has 2 h leaves (a single root has h = 0). The number of children (P (t)) in T is now bounded between the number of children of the smallest complete binary subtree of T and 2 h T . The height hT of T is the longest path from the root to any leaf, which is¨t o˝. The shortest path from the root to any leaf, and thus, the height of the smallest complete subtree, is
. The bounds of P (t) follow from this observation.
The number of processes that can be reached at time t bounds the running time of the broadcast operation. After applying logarithms to the bounds in Lemma 1 we get
which yields the following Corollary.
Corollary 1.
Let TBC (P ) be the time to broadcast a small message to a set of P processes in the LogGP model, then
and TBC (P ) = Θ(log(P )).
Bar-Noy et al. show similar asymptotic bounds in the Postal Model in [10] .
Complexity of Personalized Census
A personalized census function is a special case of the census function where the resulting data is distributed over the processes. Thus, each process not only contributes a separate data item, but it also receives a distinct result. Such functions are used for parallel matrix multiplication and in various communication protocols. A personalized census function is available in MPI as MPI Reduce scatter.
Definition 4 (Personalized Census).
In a personalized census function, each process i initially has data elements vi,j (0 ≤ i, j < P ). After the operation, each process, i, holds a single value x = v0,i ⊕ v1,i ⊕ . . . ⊕ vP −1,i. Lemma 2. Let TRS(P ) be the time to perform a personalized census over small data on a set of P processes, then
and TRS(P ) = Θ(P )
Proof. TBC (P ) is a lower bound to this problem because each process needs to communicate one data item to all processes. However, since the items are personalized and each process must submit P − 1 values, this lower bound is not tight. Iannello shows a lower bound of (P − 1) + (min{L ′ , g ′ } − 1) · ⌈log 2 P ⌉ in the simplified LogGP model [5] in [11] (Lemma 7). The simplified LogGP model uses G to model the length of a cycle and thus
, and
. If we substitute the parameters in Lemma 7 in [11] with the original LogGP parameters and assume o ≥ g, we get the bound of Lemma 2. The upper bound can trivially be achieved with an algorithm where each process sends to and receives from all other P − 1 processes and then computes the necessary sum si, thus, TRS(P ) = O(P ).
The lower bound is tight for L ≈ g. Iannello presents an optimized algorithm in [11] .
Complexity of Personalized Exchange
Another important global function is the personalized complete exchange, in which each process has a vector of P − 1 elements to send to every other process. In MPI, this operation is available with MPI Alltoall.
Definition 5 (Personalized Exchange).
In a personalized exchange, each process i initially has data elements vi,j (0 ≤ j < P ). After the operation, each process i holds the data elements v0,i, v1,i, . . . , vP −1,i.
Lemma 3.
Let TP E (P ) be the time to perform a personalized exchange of small data on a set of P processes, then
and TP E (P ) = Θ(P ).
Proof. Due to the independence of the send and receive channels, TRS is also a good lower bound to this problem. All assumptions from [5, 11] remain valid and the lower bound follows. The upper bound can trivially be achieved with an algorithm where each process sends to and receives from all other P − 1 processes.
An algorithm that reaches the lower bound asymptotically was proposed by Bruck et al. [12] .
Protocols for DSDE
A specialization of the problem in MPI is the generalized all-toall communication that is available with MPI Alltoallv. However, this operation requires the knowledge of all source processes and data sizes at each process, which is often not available in computations. The sparse communication can be implemented by using MPI Alltoall to communicate the sizes per host, followed by an MPI Alltoallv to communicate the actual data.
In fact, most protocols can be divided into two phases: The first phase exchanges meta-information either about the communication neighborhood, the data sizes, or both. The second phase is usually the communication of the user data. In this work, we focus on the efficient implementation of the communication of the metadata which we expect to dominate large-scale runs. First, however, we develop bounds for the second phase when each process has global information about its neighborhoods.
Lemma 4.
Let TDT be the time to perform the second phase of SDE in which each process has complete knowledge about all neighbors and data sizes. TDT ≥ TBC (k) and TDT = O(log P ).
Proof. If k is the maximum size of the neighborhood Np of any process, then, TBC (k) is a lower bound to completion of the algorithm because some data needs to be sent to each of the k processes. The number of neighbors k in a sparse data exchange is limited by O(log P ) (Definition 1). Each process could simply send to and receive from all its neighbors and TDT = O(log P ).
Typical applications (cf. Section 5) often use frequent small message exchanges at large scale. If such small messages are sent to all peers in a trivial (linear) way, the time to finish the data transmission is dominated by k · o.
In the following sections, we analyze the space and time complexity for three different protocols-PE X , PCX , RSX -that use message passing as their underlying communication layer. Based on this analysis, we present N BX , a new scalable protocol that uses novel semantic features of MPI to solve the DSDE problem in Section 3.4. We use the symbols S and T to represent space at each process and total runtime, respectively. Our analyses of spatial complexity are limited to the necessary storage for the protocol itself and do not include the size of the user data.
Algorithm P E X -Personalized Exchange
In the alltoall exchange algorithm, PE X , each process writes the data sizes to send to each peer in a vector with P elements and redistributes the vector with a personalized exchange as defined in Section 2.5 (e.g., MPI Alltoall).
In a second step, each process reserves the required receive memory and posts (nonblocking) receive operations for each remote process that has a nonzero sendcount. Then all processes post their respective send operations. The operation is finished after all sends and receives are satisfied. Alternatively, the second step can be performed with a generalized exchange (for example MPI Alltoallv).
Theorem 1.
The space needed by PE X on P processes is given by SPEX (P ) = Θ(P ). The time needed to complete PEX on P processes is TPEX (P ) = TP E (P ) + TDT (P ) = Θ(P ).
Proof. Θ(P ) bytes of buffer space are needed for the exchange operation. The needed time is the time that is required by the exchange operation (Lemma 3) plus the data transmission (Lemma 4).
The personalized exchange of the metadata (first phase) will dominate the actual SDE in small neighborhoods in highly scalable systems because TPEX = Θ(P ) while TDT = O(log P ).
Algorithm P CX -Personalized Census
In the personalized census algorithm, PCX , each process writes '1' at position (i,j) of a global column-wise distributed P × P table and '0' otherwise. Then, the table is globally reduced row-wise and each process i receives the sum si of row i which is essentially the number of processes that send data to process i. This reduction could be performed with the MPI operation MPI Reduce scatter.
In the next step, all processes start sending all data without blocking. Then, each process enters a loop with si iterations which probes for wildcard receives, allocates memory and receives the data as shown in Algorithm 1. Theorem 2. The space needed to perform PCX on P processes is given by SPCX (P ) = Θ(P ). The time needed to complete PCX on P processes is TPCX (P ) = TRS(P ) + TDT (P ) = Θ(P ).
Proof. Similarly to PEX , a table of size Θ(P ) is needed at each process for the exchange of the metadata. The needed time TPCX (P ) follows from Lemmas 2 and 4.
The main difference from the personalized exchange protocol is that the metadata is reduced in the collective operation and each process only receives the number of neighbors (messages) to wait for. However, TPCX (P ) = Θ(P ) is asymptotically not smaller than TPEX (P ).
Algorithm RSX -Remote Summation
If the communication environment supports remote data accumulation (MPI offers MPI Accumulate), each process could increase a counter si (originally zero) on each of its target processes i. After a global synchronization step (e.g., MPI Win fence), each process, j, posts sj (nonblocking) wildcard receive operations and sends all its messages. The algorithm is very similar to algorithm PCX (cf. Algorithm 1). The difference is that si is not computed in a global operation but with remote memory accesses. This results in a sparse communication pattern.
Theorem 3. The space needed to perform RSX on P processes is given by SRSX (P ) = Θ(1). The time needed to complete
Proof. Only a single atomic counter is needed to perform protocol RSX . The time needed for protocol RSX involves k accumulation messages and the global synchronization. The global synchronization is bounded by TBC (P ) (cf. Corollary 1).
RSX is, with TRSX (P ) = Θ(log P ), asymptotically fastest so far.
Algorithm N BX -Nonblocking Consensus
Now, we propose a new scalable algorithm, N BX , for the SDE problem. This method utilizes nonblocking collective operations, a novel technique that is part of the upcoming MPI-3 standard. Nonblocking collective operations are structurally similar to the communication operations that we discussed above. This means, that all discussed lower bounds consistently apply, however, the difference is that nonblocking operations can be started and completed independently (like nonblocking point-to-point operations in MPI).
Nonblocking operations enable additional functional parallelism where the main CPU can continue to compute while the collective communication runs. This overlap potential of computation and communication has been analyzed by Hoefler et al. and Hoefler and Lumsdaine [13, 14] . However, nonblocking collective operations also provide semantic advantages that allow separate start and completion of a globally synchronizing operation.
We utilize a nonblocking barrier to set a distributed marker such that each process starts the barrier after it finishes its local part and serves the requests of other processes until it detects global termination (i.e., the barrier is reached by all nodes and completes). We also use send operations that only complete after the message has been received (synchronous mode send, cf. MPI Ssend). Algorithm 2 shows pseudocode for such a two-phase implementation. Theorem 4. The space needed to perform N BX on P processes is given by SN BX (P ) = Θ(1). The time needed to perform N BX on P processes is TN BX (P ) = TBC (P ) + TDT (P ) = Θ(log P ).
Proof. Except for variables of constant size, algorithm N BX does not require any additional space to administer the communication.
The time needed to perform the data exchange is simply the time needed to perform the data movement (Lemma 4) and an additional barrier (census, Corollary 1) operation.
This algorithm scales well with TN BX (P ) = Θ(log P ) and thus solves the SDE problem optimally. In other words, it meets the lower bound TBC (P ) imposed by the necessary detection of termination.
Consistency This approach requires a barrier that completes only after all messages have been received. This is guaranteed if any of the following conditions is met:
1. The network is synchronous and the barrier message is only injected after all data messages have been injected. 2. Each network channel is strictly FIFO and the barrier algorithm uses all P − 1 outgoing channels. (Such an Ω(P ) barrier algorithm obviously could not meet the lower bound, TBC .)
3. The network can be drained. (This would imply a special network operation which effectively replaces a barrier). 4. The sender can check if a message reception has at least been started at the receiver side.
Options 1-3 are relevant to systems with special hardware support which is not offered by our message passing model or the MPI standard. Option 4 can be implemented with a simple protocol where the receiver acknowledges the (start of) reception of each message to the sender. The MPI-1 standard offers such a functionality with a synchronous mode send (e.g., MPI Ssend), which offers multiple avenues for optimization.
Theorem 5. Algorithm N BX implements SDE correctly if at least one of the above consistency requirements is fulfilled.
Proof. Options 1, 2, and 3 guarantee that the barrier completes only after all messages are sent and have been received because messages in one channel cannot pass each other in our model. All processes check for incoming messages and receive all arriving messages before the barrier completes. The strict ordering guarantees that all messages are received at all processes. Option 4 replaces the global ordering requirement with local ordering. A process p starts the barrier operation only after all the messages it sent were received. The process continues receiving messages until the barrier completes globally hence the algorithm does not deadlock and when the barrier completes globally, all messages sent have been received.
Overhead of Synchronous Mode Sends
A trivial implementation of synchronous mode send would effectively double the number of messages and add another L + k · o to the running time of TNBX in the worst case. Unfortunately, many MPI libraries implement this simple protocol because of the rare usage of MPI Ssend in applications. However, it is possible for this reception notification to be embedded into the usual reliability protocol for data transmission. Nevertheless, we assume the worst-case for our model, and will present benchmark results of actual overheads in a later section. Thus, we model the worst-case runtime of N BX with explicit point-to-point synchronization as
Implementation and Validation
We used three different systems for our evaluation, the Jaguar system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, the Intrepid BlueGene/P system at the Argonne National Laboratory, and the Big Red system at Indiana University to cover a wide range of different CPU and network architectures. All systems are equipped with four cores per node and we ran four MPI processes per node in all our experiments. Jaguar, a Cray XT-4/XT-5 system with 150,152 2.3 GHz Opteron compute cores, ranks among the worlds fastest computers. Connected with the SeaStar 2 network in a three-dimensional torus topology, the network bandwidth is approximately twice as high as the injection bandwidth per node, reducing the effects of network congestion, especially for small messages. Jaguar runs Compute Node Linux 2.1 with the Cray Message Passing Toolkit 3. We used the XT-4 partition for our experiments.
The Intrepid system is a BlueGene/P and comprises 163,840 850 MHz PPC450 cores. We used virtual-node mode in our experiments. The network consists of multiple special-purpose networks. The collective network supports several collective operations including simple reduction operations. The barrier network is essentially a global OR which enables fine-grained synchronization of thousands of nodes in less than one microsecond [15] . The general purpose network is a high-bandwidth three-dimensional torus network. Intrepid runs Compute Node Kernel and a customized MPICH2-based MPI library.
The Big Red system consists of 3,072 PowerPC 970 cores. The 768 nodes are connected with a fat-tree Myrinet 2000 network. Big Red runs Linux 2.6 and Open MPI 1.3.2 with network-specific configurations.
Nonblocking Collective Operations
The performance of the collective algorithms is crucial for the overall performance of the protocols. We used the standard blocking MPI collective operations supplied with the system's MPI library and LibNBC [16] for nonblocking collective operations. We assume that MPI's collective operations are well optimized for the underlying network. The generic LibNBC implementation uses the dissemination barrier. Dissemination-based algorithms [17] are asymptotically optimal for census functions of small data. However, depending on the specific LogGP parameters and number of processes, other algorithms might be faster with the same asymptotic bound.
BlueGene/P has a special hardware-supported barrier network. Therefore, on the Intrepid system, we used the deep-computing messaging framework [18] function DCMF GlobalBarrier to register a callback for the nonblocking barrier that uses the hardware support.
Bounds on Real Systems
We assume in the following that all communication algorithms are implemented optimally in the LogGP model. We measured the LogGP parameters of all test systems as described in [19, 20] . Table 1 shows the parameters for all systems. We also analyzed the implementation quality of synchronous sends. We used a standard ping-pong benchmark to compare MPI Send with MPI Ssend. We observed that there is generally a penalty for the latency of small messages while the transmission of large messages is not affected. This is because eager and rendezvous protocols in MPI implementations. Small eager messages do not include a handshake hence, the handshake has to be added which might require another roundtrip. The rendezvous protocol includes a handshake and effectively implements MPI Ssend.
The transmission curves for MPI Ssend in the Big Red system are shown in Figure 1(a) . For the other systems, we compare the 1-byte latency Ls of the synchronous-mode send operation MPI Ssend with the normal MPI Send latency (see Table 1 ). In addition, Table 2 reports the corresponding data size ss where both send modes converged (i.e., latency difference is smaller than 1%). The ratios
System
Ls (µs) Ls/L ss (kiB) for Ls/L vary from 1.13 to 2.57 in our test systems. While the measured ratios are only valid for ping-pong measurements with exactly one message in the network, we found that they represent real application behavior well. In the following theoretical analysis, we explicitly account for the handshake overhead of synchronous mode send (cf. Equation (2)).
Influence of the Number of Neighbors
The performance of the different algorithms depends on P , k, the LogGP parameters, and the overhead of synchronous mode send. We compare algorithms PCX and N BX as examples for the discussion of the influence of k. N BX is more scalable than the other algorithms; however, the penalty of the required pointto-point synchronization accumulates linearly with k. Thus, we expect that this algorithm performs best for sparse exchanges in large-scale systems. Figure 1(b) compares the LogGP-predicted idealized running time for algorithms PCX and N BX for 10 and 50 neighbors on Intrepid. It is clear that N BX is asymptotically faster than PCX , however, the crossover point depends on k. Thus, we analyze the behavior of this switching point, that is, the scaling of k (we omit P , where it is obvious).
We see that the new algorithm has significant advantages over the other algorithms even if k scales linearly with the total number of processes. However, it strongly depends on the ratio of the LogGP parameters. An algorithm that selects the fastest among N BX and PCX must consider all LogGP parameters and k. Figure 1(c) shows the threshold for k, where the two algorithms would perform equally fast. 
Microbenchmark Results
We first propose a microbenchmark that allows us to measure the communication performance in isolation. The benchmark uses the Mersenne Twister [21] random number generator to select k different target processes and random message sizes between 1 and 1024 bytes at each process. For our experiment, we execute the benchmark for 1000 rounds and report the accumulated time. This simulates a bulk-synchronous application without computation.
We executed the microbenchmark with k = 6 on all systems with varying results. Figures 2 and 3 show the results for different process counts in Intrepid and Jaguar, respectively. Protocol RSX could not be evaluated on Intrepid because the one-sided implementation caused deadlocks. The three other protocols scale as predicted with N BX as the best protocol for all investigated process counts. This is mostly due to the optimized barrier and the relatively low overhead of synchronous-mode sends.
Jaguar shows the interesting feature that PE X and PCX perform faster at smaller process counts but are eventually surpassed by N BX at 2,048 processes. The low performance of RSX indicates optimization potential in the one-sided communication layer. LibNBC is not optimized for the underlying torus topology. Thus, we expect that N BX would perform faster with an optimized barrier implementation specific to the torus network.
Big Red showed a behavior similar to that of Jaguar. PEX and PCX perform faster for smaller process counts but are surpassed at about P = 400 by N BX .
We see that the performance on the different systems and scales varies considerable. However, the benchmark data supports our analysis that PE X or PCX perform good at small scales but are outperformed by N BX at larger scales. The specific crossing points are system dependent. Thus, an adaptive library implementation of the protocols might be beneficial.
Applications and Parallel Algorithms
In this section, we discuss different parallel algorithms and methods that use DSDE and can thus utilize the discussed protocols. We discuss three different application domains: graph computations, n-body methods, and sparse matrix computations. We describe optimized algorithms to solve the respective problems and their relation to DSDE.
Parallel Graph Algorithms
Parallel graph algorithms are often used in large-scale network analysis and data mining and impose several hard problems [22] such as the inherent irregularity and lack of structure due to their data-driven nature and poor locality. Complex graph algorithms are often built upon level-synchronous breadth-first search (BFS) traversals [23, 24] . Thus, we choose BFS as an example to discuss the properties of the underlying communication. However, our results also apply to many other parallel graph algorithms such as shortest-path problems, connected components and betweenness centrality.
Algorithm 3 shows the pseudocode for parallel level-ordered BFS. The call globalsum is a synchronizing operation that computes a global census function, equivalent to MPI Allreduce with MPI LOR as operation. This operation is used in Algorithm 3 as a global OR in order to check for termination of the algorithm. The call DSDE(R, Q, d) starts a sparse exchange of all vertices in the set R, and all received vertices are inserted into Q with their received dist. If an edge is remote, then it carries the address of the destination process as a property. 
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The communication pattern in the BFS algorithm depends on the initial graph structure and the evolution of the computation. Many real-world problems can be represented by scale-free graphs with a very small number of high-degree vertices and a sparse network of low-degree vertices that often form clusters. An efficient partitioning algorithm is necessary to achieve a good work distribution. We generated well-partitioned (balanced) test graphs, as de- scribed in the next section, for our experiments to overcome this problem.
The Balanced Graph Scenario
In this study, we utilize a random Erdős Rényi graph [25] local to each process. Each of the node-local vertex pairs (u, v) u, v ∈ Vi 0 ≤ i < P − 1, is with probability p in the edge set Ei. Additionally, each process is a source of k remote edges that point to random vertices in remote processes. Edges are only known to the source node. A Hamiltonian cycle is added to the graph to ensure that it is connected. Our model resembles the main properties of a well-distributed Watts Strogatz model [26] .
To draw a realistic scenario, we used p = 0.03 with 15,000 vertices per process on Big Red. The resulting 6.75 · 10 6 edges nearly fill the available 1 GiB per core. We added k = 6, 26 or 79 random remote edges per process. All protocols were tested with the same random graph after one warm-up round (where MPI initialization occurs) for each setting. Multiple computations have been performed, showing an acceptably low variation (< 5%). We report the average running times, checking the outcome for correctness. Figure 4 shows the timing of a parallel level-synchronous BFS search with 15,000 vertices per process and k = 6 random remote edges per process. The gap between BFS+N BX and the other algorithms is slightly bigger than in the microbenchmark run. We conjecture that this is due to lower cache pollution because N BX does not need to build lists of size Ω(P ) before communicating. It also achieves efficient communication-communication overlap of the barrier operation and the data transmission, which is important in the irregular case. Additionally, N BX performs much faster when the neighborhood sizes are unequal (we used static sizes in the microbenchmark) as in BFS where the exchange is started when the local queue runs empty, which depends on the input graph. We repeated the benchmark with k = 26 and k = 79. The shape of the curves is similar in all cases and beginning with 128 processes, BFS with N BX was the fastest on Big Red.
We ran a similar experiment on the Intrepid system. However, we could only use 10,000 vertices per process (3 · 10 6 edges at p = 0.03) due to the larger scale and the Ω(P ) memory consumption of algorithms PE X and PCX . On this system, we have a "constanttime" nonblocking barrier operation available that synchronizes all processes in less than one microsecond independent of the scale. Figure 5 shows the scaling of the level-synchronous parallel BFS on Intrepid. We observe that the time with all three protocols is nearly equal with 128 processes. However, as we scale up, PEX and PCX quickly pass N BX which stays nearly constant due to the fast barrier. PE X did not run above 2,048 processes because of memory constraints. Benchmarks with k = 26 and k = 79 show very similar curves. The BFS algorithm with N BX on 2,048 processes performs 15.8 and 14.1 times faster than with PCX , respectively. Jaguar showed similar results that are omitted due to space constraints.
Parallel Barnes-Hut N -Body Methods
N -body simulations are typically used in cosmology to study the physical behavior of massive numbers of particles, as in galaxies or dark matter. The simulations track the particle movements under the influence of gravity. Because the number of involved particles is usually large (often millions of bodies), the computation of all N 2 direct particle-particle interactions becomes infeasible. Tree methods such as a Barnes-Hut simulation overcome this issue by dividing the volume (e.g., a universe) into cubic cells by forming an octree (for 3 dimensions, or quadtree for 2 dimensions). Only particles from nearby cells need to be handled individually, while particles in distant cells can be treated as a single large body that is located at its center of mass [27] . This method provides a huge improvement because only O(N · log N ) interactions need to be considered.
Contrary, to the slow direct method where all force calculations take similar amounts of time, a Barnes-Hut simulation has the drawback that the time to calculate the resulting force on each particle depends on its location (more precisely, the number of "near" particles) and is therefore highly irregular. For this reason, the primary challenge for a parallel simulation is to find a good mapping of particles to the processes [28] . A good way to achieve such a mapping is to use geometric partitioning [29] . One such method is orthogonal recursive bisection (ORB), which divides the space orthogonal to the longest dimension into two pieces that generate the same load. This procedure is repeated until the desired number of partitions (e.g., the number of processes) is obtained. The example shown in Figure 6 (a) 1 shows such a two-dimensional subdivision for 16 processes. Lines show the splittings, and their colors as well as dot lengths indicate the depth of the recursive bisection.
The difference between individual time steps of a simulation are usually so small that it is more efficient to apply ORB only when the actual process skew exceeds a certain threshold (often 5%). In one ORB phase, it can happen that some particles leave the cell of one processor and need to be migrated to the processor responsible for the new location. The (green) "force" arrow on the example image shows such a situation where a particle leaves the area of influence of one process (rank #3) to become the responsibility of another process (rank #8) in subsequent simulation steps. Because force calculation and updating of the resulting positions is done in a distributed manner, only the source process knows when particles leave its cell. When this happens, it needs to move all the information of these particles to the proper processes. This is done after every simulation step (more precisely after the new positions have been calculated) in a dynamic sparse exchange operation.
The most interesting parameter of this application with regards to DSDE protocols is the maximum number of neighbors k for different numbers of processes. This parameter is specific to the application and determines the performance of DSDE. The ORB splitting based on the imbalance in previous force computations creates rapidly changing process neighborhoods. Experiments with two galaxies consisting of 4 million particles showed that most processes only need to migrate a small number of particles, whereas there are some processes that send up to a thousand particles. We were able to reproduce this behavior in a strong scaling experiment on 1,024 processes and observed rapidly changing neighborhoods between simulation rounds. Nevertheless, the maximum number of neighbors k was always below 5 in our tests (Note that the communication neighborhood of a cell is a subset of the geometrically adjacent cells). Figure 6(b) shows the maximum number of neighbors per process during a full run with 512 processes.
Parallel Sparse Matrix Computations
Sparse matrix computations are used in many scientific applications, such as computational fluid dynamics, finite element method computations, and molecular dynamics. The key operations of many such computations are (sparse) matrix-vector multiplications and dot products (e.g., in Krylov-subspace methods). The communication pattern and volume depends on the distributions of the matrix and the vector. The resulting communication is often static and can be optimized statically. However, changes to the modeled system (e.g., deformations) also change the sparse structure and the communication neighborhoods and volumes.
We already showed that the performance of the algorithms depends on the size of the neighborhood. Instead of presenting more benchmark results, we chose to analyze realistic problems regarding the size of the communication neighborhood, which mostly depends on the structure of the sparse matrix. Thus we analyzed six real-world matrices from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [30] . We used a load-balanced row-wise distribution of the matrix elements and a block distribution of the dense vector. More elaborate partitioning methods can be used to further optimize balance and reduce communications. However, fully distributed partitioning methods to optimize such problems at large scale are still a field of active research.
We used six of the largest datasets in the matrix collection, performed a sparse matrix-vector multiplication and recorded the average and maximum number of neighbors for each process. Table 3 shows the number of rows, nonzero elements and k for a 512-process run. Details about the input matrices can be obtained from [30] . Table 3 . Key properties of the used matrices and k for P = 512.
Name
We observe that both the maximum and the average size of the neighborhood grow very slowly with the number of processes. We plot the average values for different process counts in Figure 6 (c) because the maximum is often strained by single high-degree vertices.
Those results show that the number of neighbors grows very slowly with the number of processes in large-scale matrix problems. Thus, we conclude that the discussed optimized algorithms for DSDE could be used to optimize parallel sparse matrix computations where the system changes dynamically during the computation.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this work we define the static and dynamic sparse data-exchange ([S,D]SDE) problems for parallel applications. We show three different practical algorithms that can be easily implemented in today's parallel computing models such as the Message Passing Interface (MPI). In addition, we propose a new algorithm that leverages the new semantic features of nonblocking collective operations in the upcoming version of the MPI standard.
By just splitting the collective operation into a start and an end, we have the possibility to set a collective marker indicating that the local active part of the process is done while the process can still perform other tasks (e.g., receiving messages) until a globally consistent state is reached. This process-local marker is part of the global state and the collective operation will finish after all processes set their markers. We showed one concrete example for the use of those semantics that efficiently solves the DSDE problem.
We believe that the semantic advantages of nonblocking collective communications offer a huge potential, especially for irregular applications. It seems also interesting that an advanced one-sided algorithm can be replaced with a faster algorithm based on nonblocking collective and point-to-point operations. We expect that this technique is applicable to other application domains and other collective operations (such as the census operations MPI Allreduce, MPI Reduce scatter, or MPI Alltoall).
Our evaluations of the different algorithms on three different supercomputer systems showed that there are several trade-offs to be made to choose the best algorithm, especially at smaller scales. The proposed algorithm, however, is, with a bound of Θ(log P ) asymptotically faster than all established point-to-point algorithms (Θ(P )) and outperforms each for sparse exchanges at large scale. The new algorithm performs in microbenchmarks about 5.6 times faster than the best known algorithm on 8,192 BlueGene/P processors and about 3.8 times faster on 16,384 Jaguar CPUs.
We also discuss several applications for the problem and show application benchmark results for graph computations. The proposed algorithm is able to use BlueGene/P's hardware-optimized barrier which reduces the runtime significantly. We see a speedup of a parallel breadth-first search of up to 28.9 times on 8, 192 CPUs. We discuss the size of the process neighborhoods for realworld n-body problems and sparse matrix-vector multiplications. We showed that the maximum and the average number of neighbors scales very slowly with the number of processes. Those results strongly suggest that the proposed protocol would perform well for large-scale computations of those inputs.
